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 You'll be able to create the long loop video which will have the same effect as a feature film. Our country is not united. We must overcome our differences. We must come together to remove Trump. Our elected officials must work together and remove Trump before this economy goes completely under. - All work and no play makes the operator dull and lazy. - Never attribute to malice that which
is adequately explained by stupidity. My opinion is, we are going to be dragged to court or negotiate another deal. Look for the EU to publicly threaten us, and privately laugh at us for looking weak. We will almost certainly see some in congress wanting to unilaterally withdraw from NAFTA, but the President will say NO, the price is too high and we won't lose trade. I'd stay out of the EU as much as I
can. Let them have it. Its not about winning, its about getting away with it. First the EU then China, before Russia. I pray they get pulled into war over here, then I'll dance. __________________We are ALL just baggies of skin & muscle & bone and blood that lived and died a long time ago. We are all precious & rare, we are all sacred. Then it's a settled law, the President can only do so much in this
kind of situation. He could veto the treaty if congress was in a majority and the President was a republican, he could just refuse to sign it, but now he's a Democrat. So he may sign it, and then veto it, and then have it overridden by the congress. He's only able to do so much, and he's only able to do it alone. 2. After the US-Mexico deal is completed, the US President will sign the treaty, and then he will

start the negotiation process with Congress, which is essentially the 2nd US-Mexico deal, which would be a trilateral agreement between the US, Mexico and Canada. 3. There will be at least one last push by the Mexican Congress to get the US-Mexico deal ratified, to prevent the Republican-led Congress from stopping it, they will try to tie it to other issues, including an amnesty plan for
"undocumented" migrants. But Republicans will tie any debate on the issues in congress to the US-Mexico deal, so Republicans will block the immigration issue while blocking the US-Mexico deal, so they will have 2 points in the same debate to use to argue against the deal 82157476af
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